WALK ON BY

Lyric by HAL DAVID
Music by BURT BACHARACH

Suggested Registration
For General Electronic or Pipe Organs
Upper: Saxophone 8', Trumpet 8'
Clarinets 8'
Lower: Flute 8', Clarinet 8'
Pedal: 16' (Medium)
Vibrato or Tremolo, Optional

Upper Moderately Slow, with a beat
Am7

Am7 D Am7 D Gm7
Walk On By,

Am7 Gm7 Am7
Walk On By.

Dm Am7 Bb
you don't see the tears, Just
all that I have left. So
let me grieve in the
private 'cause each time I

If you see me walk-in' down the street and I start to cry,
I just can't get o-ver los-in' you and so if I seem
each time we meet, broken and blue, Walk On By,

Make believe, that Fool-ish pride, that's
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see you, I break down and cry.
when you said goodbye.

Don't stop, Walk On By.

Don't stop, Walk On By.

Walk On By.